Planning to move the office home permanently? Invest in
a coffee machine & write off the cost!!

Australian businesses with an aggregated turnover of less than $500 million have until 30 June 2020 to instantly write-off the purchase of their new
home office coffee machine for their employees. JURA Australia’s Z line and GIGA line are home office ready and provide all the perks of a
professional machine, without breaking the bank. George Liakatos, JURA Australia General Manager says, “COVID-19 has challenged businesses
around the world to rethink the way they operate and adapt to remote working for extended periods of time. As we’ve seen in the news, almost half of
Australia’s small businesses will make remote work their new normal, with many letting go of permanent office spaces and planning to operate out of
their homes beyond the pandemic.” “If you’re a business taking this route, now’s a great time to set-up your home office with a JURA coffee machine,
given it can be an instant asset write off. Our GIGA 6, Z8 and Z6 are the perfect options, as they are just the right capacity, enable users to set
individual profiles via the J.O.E.® app and operate intuitively at the touch of a button,” recommends George. In response to this movement, JURA
Australia is offering an EOFY Package via redemption on any GIGA 6, Z8 or Z6 sold during the month of June. The package includes a free Cool
Control 1L milk fridge, a virtual in-home installation service via JURA LIVE, Coffee Beans and Milk System Cleaner, all valued at $450! Visit the
website for T&Cs. The professional and robust GIGA 6: RRP - $6,490 Two ceramic disc grinders with Automatic Grinder Adjustment (A.G.A.) for
consistently even grinding over the machine’s lifetime Large, 4.3" high-resolution touchscreen colour display featuring artificial intelligence for simple,
intuitive operation Two heating systems and two pumps, enabling coffee and milk to be prepared at the same time. Coffee varieties can be used
either individually or mixed together to create unique blends and flavours Programmable switch on/off times for each day of the week The new
‘Cortado’ prepares a coffee with P.E.P.® and a touch of milk foam to create Australia’s version of a piccolo The new and improved JURA Z8: RRP $4,690 New Professional Aroma Grinder guaranteeing 12.2%* more aroma. 4.3" high-resolution colour touchscreen display. A total of 21
programmable specialities at the touch of a button. Two pumps and two heating systems allow the coffee and milk to be prepared in parallel. The
front and top sections are made of 3-millimetre-thick aluminium. The Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) ensures the optimum extraction time
Equipped with Smart Connect, the Z8 can be controlled via your smartphone or tablet with the JURA Operating Experience (J.O.E.®) Coffee App.
About JURA: JURA’s products stand for innovation, ease of use and sustainability. JURA believe in the perfect cup of coffee, using fresh
beans, freshly ground and extracted at the touch of a button. The product range includes both machines for domestic use and professional models for
the office and food service industry. In recent years the long-established Swiss brand has grown to become a global player, operating in around 50
countries. www.au.jura.com
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